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                                                                                   2018.12.19 
 

SO Fushimi Inari   ຠૠ৺قAgreementك 

 

᧤適用範⦁᧥  

ਸ਼1     1.SO Fushimi Inariقਰৣؚਊਝكऋउधभदഁघॊຠీ৺लऒोपঢ়৴ 

घॊీ৺मؚऒभ৺ၪभीॊਚपेॊुभधखؚऒभ৺ၪपीभऩःহඨपणःथ 

मؚ১ഥྼमಹपનয়औोञຯಆपेॊुभधखऽघ؛  

 ຯಆपખखऩः೧द્৺पૢगञधऌमؚඨभૠपऊऊॎैङज؞ਊਝiऋ১ഥ .ڮ

भ્৺ऋરघॊुभधखऽघ؛  

 

  كຠీ৺भணाق

ਸ਼2 ਊਝiपຠీ৺भउணखाሦऎउऊै ਰؚৣभহඨ॑ओંሦऌऽघ؛  

⋇ ຠ قຠযਯ؞ফೡك 

⋈ ຠलงାৎമ  

⋉ ຠમস قਊਝऊैओંखञসપभഅဍك 

⋊ जभಉਝiऋਏधघॊহඨ  

उऋຠরप⋈भඍऐभँढञຠ॑தइथभຠಲਢभணखোोऋँढञ 

ৃ়मؚजभணखোोऋऩऔोञৎਡदؚৗञऩຠీ৺भணखোोऋँढञुभ 

धखथ૪৶ःञखऽघ؛  

 

  كຠీ৺भਛয়ق

ਸ਼3 ڭ.ຠీ৺मؚਊਝऋभணखा॑അဍखञৎਡदਛয়घॊुभधखऽघ؛ञट 

खਊਝऋഅဍखऩऊढञऒधؚ॑खञपमऒभॉदमँॉऽच॒؛  

 ຠీ৺ऋਛয়खञपमؚਊਝऋखञऽदपணखाમস॑उ੍௸ःৣ.ڮ

औः؛खञऽदपउ੍௸ःःञटऐऩःৃ়मؚຠీ৺मৡ॑ଷअुभ 

धखऽघ؛ 

 ணসमؚऽङؚຠऋਈીप੍௸असऌຠમসपౄਊखؚਐऋਸ਼ 6 ल.گ

ਸ਼ڴڭ भૠ॑ి৷घॊহଙऋেगञपमؚୀ৺সपઃःद๖সभದदౄਊ 

ःञखऽघ؛  
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  كணসभ੍௸ः॑ਏखऩःऒधधघॊ્৺ق

ਸ਼ 4    ඨڮभૠपऊऊॎैङؚਊਝमీ৺भਛয়ணসभ੍௸ः॑ਏखऩःऒधध 

घॊ્৺पૢगॊऒधऋँॉऽघ؛  

 

  كຠీ৺ഁभ౯ق

ਸ਼ڱ         ਊਝमؚਰৣपൕऑॊৃ়पउःथຠీ৺भഁपૢगऩःऒधऋँॉऽघ؛  

⋇ ຠभउணखाऋؚऒभ৺ၪपेैऩःधऌ؛  

⋈ पेॉؚभඥऋऩःधऌ؛  

⋉ ຠखेअधघॊउऋؚຠपঢ়ख১ഥभૠ,ਁभखऎम,ఒଐभ௯Ⴓ 

पખघॊষನ॑घॊതोऋँॊधੳीैोॊधऌ؛  

⋊ ຠखेअधघॊउऋؚഉ୰दँॊधैऊपੳीैोॊधऌ؛  

⋋ ຠपঢ়ख়ؚ৶ऩ೧॑தइॊ負૿॑ीैोञधऌ؛  

⋌ ଠ಼؞ਝਝभ؞जभभृि॑इऩःহੲपेॉؚຠሦऎऒधऋলਟऩ 

ःधऌ؛  

⋍ उऋ 20ୃदँॊधऌق؛৳૧ൣभৃ়मऎك  

⋎ उऋؚചৡ੮؞ചৡ੮ঢ়બ੫؞੮৬؞ভો؞ૌౕষ੮৬؞ખভિৡऩ 

नदँॊधऌ؛  

⋏ ਊਝभउप෩खःഊೆधऩॊ॑खञधऌ؛  

⋐ਊਝभజ৩पৌखؚചৡਏ॑ষःྼम়৶೧॑தइॊ負૿॑ਏखञ 

धऌ؛  

 

  كउभీ৺ੰਥق

ਸ਼ڲ   1. उमؚਊਝपணखলथຠీ৺॑ੰघॊऒधऋলਟऽघ؛  

 ॑ੰघॊऒधऋল؞ਊਝमउऋजभிीपషघॊহपेॉຠీ৺भ৸ .ڮ

ਟऽघق؛य़কথ७ঝમपणःथमશಥ્৺पीॊৢॉك  

3. ਊਝमउऋؚ৴൪ऩखपຠਊभଏ15ৎैँقऊगीงାৎമऋંऔ 

ोथःॊৃ়मजभৎമ॑ 2 ৎ৽ૌखञৎമكपऩढथुงାखऩःৃ়मؚजभ 

ຠీ৺मउपेॉੰऔोञुभधाऩखؚ૪৶घॊऒधऋँॉऽघ؛  
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  كਊਝभీ৺ੰਥق

ਸ਼ڳ   1.ਊਝमਰৣपൕऑॊৃ়पउःथमຠీ৺॑ੰघॊऒधऋँॉऽघ؛ 

 

⋇ उऋຠपঢ়खؚ১ഥभૠؚਁभखऎमఒଐभ௯Ⴓपખघॊষನ॑घॊ 

തोऋँॊधੳीैोॊधऌ؛ऽञमؚষನ॑खञधੳीैोॊधऌ؛  

⋈ उऋഉ୰೩दँॊधैऊपੳीैोॊधऌ؛  

⋉ ຠपঢ়ख়৶ऩ೧॑தइॊ負૿॑ीैोञधऌ؛  

⋊ ଠ಼ಉਂ૭ಿৡपेॉຠऔचैोऩःधऌ؛ 

⋋ ཹৃਚਰਗदभཹ؞ଆਝषभःञङैजभਊਝदभరૃহඨपజॎऩ 

ःधऌ؛  

⋌ उऋചৡ੮؞ചৡ੮ঢ়બ੫؞੮৬؞ভો؞ૌౕষ੮৬؞जभખভੌ 

௶दँॊधऌ؛ 

⋍ ਊਝदभउप෩खःഊೆ॑ऻघ॑खञधऌ  

⋎ ਊਝజ৩पৌखؚചৡਏ॑ষःྼम়৶೧॑தइॊ負૿॑ਏखञधऌ ؛ 

⋏ ফೡऋ 20ୃਰৣदँॊधऌق؛৳૧ൣमऎك  

ਊਝमඨभૠपेॉؚॳख़ॵॡॖথदँढथुؚຠీ৺॑ੰघॊৃ়ຠ 

৻সल१شঅ५ऩनभમসमணखਭऐऽघ؛ 

2.ञटखؚਊਝऋ৸ඨ৯भૠप੦तःथຠీ৺॑ੰखञधऌपमؚउऋऽट 

॑ਭऐथःऩः१شঅ५ऩनभમসपउःथमःञटऌऽच॒؛  

 

  كभઞ৷ৎق

ਸ਼ڴ   उऋਊਝ॑ઞ৷दऌॊৎमؚଏگৎऊैؚโફڬڭৎऽदधखऽघ؛ञट 

खؚ৴ਢखथຠሦऎৃ়पउःथमؚงା؞ল॑ऌીਹ৷दऌऽघ؛  

 

 كਹ৷ૠಋभᏍஹق

ਸ਼ڵ     उमਊਝपउःथमਊਝऋीञਹ৷ૠಋपజढथःञटऎेअउൢःணख 

ऑऽघ؛ઍपणःथमؚਊਝभਹ৷फ़ॖॻؚ॑ओසऎटऔः؛  
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  كৎق

ਸ਼ 10      SO Fushimi Inari   ৎ   ଏ9ৎऊैଏ6ৎ 

 ੶ਰਗभৎఝमؚउਖः়ॎचሦऌৌૢಱखऽघپ         

 F ॡছ५ढ़ইख़    ৎ ଏ8ৎऊैଏ5ৎڭ                    

 

  ك௸મসभ੍ق

ਸ਼ 11      1. ਊਝभຠમসमؚਊਝऋघॊຠੲਾ१ॖॺपൕൗऔोॊ੍௸্১ 

लૠಋपజढथीैोञ্؞১पेढथउ੍௸ःऎटऔः؛  

 ਊਝऋؚउप॑खઞ৷ऋ૭ચपऩढञभठउऋભਔपຠ.ڮ

खऩऊढञৃ়पउःथुຠમসमؚணखਭऐऽघ؛  

 

  كਊਝभிભق

ਸ਼ 12            1.ਊਝमຠీ৺लऒोपঢ়৴घॊీ৺भຄষपँञॉؚྼमजोैभ၎ষ 

पਊञॉؚउप૩॑ଖइञधऌमؚजभ૩॑๖खऽघ؛  

 ञटखؚजोऋਊਝभிीपషघसऌহपेॊुभदऩःधऌमऒभॉदमڮ

ँॉऽच॒؛  

  ؛ਊਝमਐౌ಼ऩनपৌ૪घॊञीؚை๖ிભ৳૫पਸোखथउॉऽघگ

 

 

  ك৺खञभऋदऌऩःधऌभॉඞःీق

ਸ਼ 13            1. ਊਝमؚਂभহଙऊैؚउपీ৺खञ॑दऌऩःधऌमؚउ 

भവੰ॑੭थؚলਟॊॉ੯पेॊभຠਝ॑ᓾᄑघॊुभधखऽघ؛  

 ਐຠਝभᓾᄑऋলਟऩःमୀ৺সৼਊપभଓમ੍॑௸ःؚजभଓમमڮ

૩๖પपౄਊखऽघ؛ञटखؚ॑दऌऩःহऋؚਊਝभிीपష 

घसऌহदऩःधऌमؚଓમ੍॑௸ःऽच॒؛  

 

  كఞऩनभॉඞःق

ਸ਼4ڭ          ਊਝदमउभؚષ؞ષलؚਠসऩनभऊॉਜ॑ষढथउॉ 

ऽच॒؛ঽभிભपउःथؚଵ৶॑ষढथःञटऎेअउൢःணखऑऽघ؛  
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  كउभুྼमఝષभ৳ଵق

ਸ਼5ڭ                ਊਝदमؚ੦মपउभুఝષभ৳ଵਜमষढथउॉऽच॒؛  

उऋؚॳख़ॵॡ॔क़ॺؚພो॑ৄखञपमؚठऋਖ਼दऌॊुभ 

पঢ়खथमؚর৴൪ऋधोॊ৴൪पउੴैचघॊधधुपؚभ৳ଵ 

मষःऽघऋؚठऋਖ਼खऩःुभपঢ়खथؚउਖः়ॎचुऩःৃ়मؚ 

৳ଵखञभठؚਈఞॉभपඍऐॊ؛ऽञमؚ૪ীघॊৃ়ऋँॉऽघ؛  

 

  كभிભ؞ق

ਸ਼6ڭ      ਊਝमৃलৃਝमँॉऽच॒؛ๆभৃऩन॑ओਹ৷ऎटऔ 

ः؛  

 

  كउभிભق

ਸ਼7ڭ                  उभਔऽञमૌଷपेॉؚਊਝऋ૩॑ढञৎमؚਊჾउमਊਝ 

पৌखؚजभ૩॑๖खथःञटऌቡሼᇭ 
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                                                                                2018.12.19 
 

SO Fushimi Inari 
Terms and Conditions for Accommodation Contracts（Agreement） 

 

Scope of Application  
Article 1.    

1. Contract for Accommodation and related agreements to be entered into between SO Fushimi 

Inari (hereinafter referred to as “the Hotel”) and the Guest to be accommodated shall be 

subject to these Terms and Conditions. Any particulars not provided for herein shall be 

governed by laws and regulations and/or generally accepted practices. 

２. In the case where the Hotel has entered into a special contract with the Guest, insofar as 

such special contract does not violate laws and regulations and generally accepted practices, 

notwithstanding the preceding paragraph, the special contract shall take precedence over the 

provisions of these Terms and Conditions. 

3. In the event of discrepancy between the English version and the Japanese version of the 

Terms, the Japanese-language version shall prevail. 

 

Application for Accommodation Contracts  
Article 2. 

 1. A Guest who intends to apply for an Accommodation Contract with the Hotel shall notify the 

Hotel of the following particulars: 

(1）Name of the Guest(s) (Number of the guest(s) and age) 

(2) Date of accommodation and estimated time of arrival 

(3) Accommodation charges (The agreement to the accommodation fee the Hotel charges) 

(4) Other particulars deemed necessary by the Hotel.  

In the case where the Guest requests, during the stay, an extension of the accommodation 

beyond the date in Subparagraph (2) of the preceding paragraph, it shall be regarded as an 

application for a new Accommodation Contract at the time such request is made. 
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Conclusion of Accommodation Contracts, etc.  
Article 3. 

1. A Contract for Accommodation shall be deemed to have been concluded when the Hotel has 

duly accepted the application as stipulated in the preceding Article. However, the contract 

shall not be deemed to have been concluded if it has been proved that the Hotel has not 

accepted the application. 

2. When an Accommodation Contract has been concluded in accordance with the provisions of 

the preceding paragraph, the Guest is requested to pay an accommodation deposit fixed by 

the Hotel by the date specified by the Hotel. When the Guest has failed to pay the deposit by 

the date specified by the Hotel, the Hotel shall treat the Accommodation Contract as invalid. 

3. The deposit shall be first applied to the Total Accommodation Charges to be paid by the Guest, 

then secondly to the cancellation charges and compensation in this order on the occurrence of 

any event to which Article 6 or 18 applies. 
 

Special Contracts Requiring No Accommodation Deposit  
Article 4.     

Notwithstanding the provisions of Paragraph 2 of Article 3, the Hotel may enter into a special 

contract requiring no accommodation deposit after the Contract has been concluded as stipulated in 

the same paragraph.  

 

Refusal of Accommodation Contracts  
Article 5.           

The Hotel shall have the right not to accept the conclusion of an Accommodation Contract 

under any of the following cases:  

1. When the application for accommodation does not conform to the provisions of these Terms 

and Conditions; 

2. When the Hotel is fully booked and no room is available; 

3. When the Guest seeking accommodation is deemed liable to conduct themselves in a manner 

that would contravene the laws or act against the public order or good morals in regard to 

the accommodation; 

4. When the Guest seeking accommodation is clearly determined to be carrying an infectious 

disease;  
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5. When the Hotel is requested to assume an unreasonable burden with regard to the Guest’s 

accommodations. 

6. When the Hotel is unable to provide accommodation due to natural calamities, the 

malfunction of the facilities and/or other unavoidable causes; 

7.  When a person requesting Hotel accommodation is under the age of 20 (unless they are 

accompanied by their guardian);  

8. When a party requesting Hotel accommodation is an organized crime group, a member of 

an Organized Crime Group or a party or other anti-social element related to such groups, 

a corporation or other entity whose business activities are controlled by an Organized 

Crime Group or a member of an Organized Crime Group; 

9. When a person requesting Hotel accommodation is behaving in such a manner as to be an 

annoyance to other guests; and 

10. When the Hotel staff receives demands in a violent fashion or is requested to assume an 

unreasonable burden with regard to the Guest’s accommodations.  

 

Right to Cancel Accommodation Contracts by the Guest  
Article 6.    

1. The Guest is entitled to cancel the Accommodation Contract by so notifying the Hotel. 

2. The Guest is entitled to cancel an Accommodation Contract in whole or in part due to a cause 

for which the Guest is liable.  (The cancellation charges shall be applied as stated in Covenant).  

3. In the event that a Guest does not appear by 3 p.m. on the accommodation date (or two 

hours after the expected time of arrival if the Hotel has been notified) and has not notified 

the Hotel in advance, the Hotel may regard the Accommodation Contract as having been 

cancelled by the Guest.  

 

Right to Cancel Accommodation Contracts by the Hotel 
Article 7.  

   1.The Hotel may cancel the Accommodation Contract under any of the following cases: 

(1) When the Guest is deemed liable to conduct or has conducted themselves in a manner 

that would contravene the laws or act against the public order and good morals in 

regard to the accommodation; 

(2) When the Guest is clearly determined to be carrying an infectious disease; 
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(3) When burdens that exceed the scope of reasonable requests have been made, in 

relation to accommodations.  

(4) When the Hotel is unable to provide accommodation due to natural calamities and/or 

other causes of force majeure; 

(5) When the Guest does not observe prohibited actions such as smoking outside of the 

designated smoking area, mischief relative to the firefighting equipment and other 

prohibitions of the Use Regulations stipulated by the Hotel; 

(6) When the guest is an Organized Crime Group, a member of an Organized Crime Group, 

a party or other anti-social element related to such groups, a corporation or other entity 

whose business activities are controlled by an Organized Crime Group, or a member of 

an Organized Crime Group; 

(7) When the guest is behaving in such a manner as to be an annoyance to other guests; 

(8) When the guest demands in a violent fashion or requests the Hotel staff to assume an 

unreasonable burden with regard to the Guest’s accommodations.  

(9) When the guest is under the age of 20 (unless they are accompanied by their 

guardian);  

2. In the case where the Hotel has cancelled the Accommodation Contract in accordance with 

the preceding paragraph, the Hotel is entitled to charge the Guest for accommodation fee and 

for any of the services which were already provided. 

3. In the case where the Hotel has cancelled the Accommodation Contract in accordance with 

the preceding paragraph, the Hotel shall not be entitled to charge the Guest in the future for 

any of the services during the contractual period that were not received. 

 

Occupancy Hours of Guest Rooms 
Article 8.  

The Guest is entitled to occupy the contracted guest room between 3 p.m. and 10 a.m. 

on the next day. However, when the Guest is accommodated for a continuous number 

of days, the Guest may occupy the room for the entire day, except for the days of 

arrival and departure.   
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Observance of House Regulations 
Article 9.       

The Guest shall observe the House Regulations established by the Hotel, which are posted on 

the Hotel premises.  

 

Business Hours  
Article 10.      

1. The business hours of the Hotel is between 9 a.m. and 6 p.m.  

The Guest shall inquire the Hotel when the Guest wishes to receive a service outside of the 

business hours prescribed above.    

2. The business hours of the café, Kurasu Fushimi Inari (1F) is between 8 a.m. and 5 p.m. 

 

Payment of Accommodation Charges  
Article 11.      

1. The Accommodation charges shall be paid to the Hotel in accordance with the payment 

method specified on the booking website delegated by the Hotel and the regulation, by the 

agreed date. 

２. Once accommodation facilities have been made available by the Hotel, the Accommodation 

Charges shall be paid even if the Guest voluntarily chooses not to utilize the facilities. 

 

Liabilities of the Hotel  
Article 12.          

  1. The Hotel shall compensate the Guest for any damage if the Hotel has caused such damage 

to the Guest in the course of its performance of, or by its non-fulfilment of, the 

Accommodation Contract and/or related agreements. 

２．However, this provision shall not apply in the event that such damage has been caused by a 

reason(s) not attributable to the Hotel. 

３．The Hotel is covered by Hotel Liability Insurance Policy relative to unexpected fires or other 

disasters.  
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Handling when unable to provide Contacted Rooms 
Article 13.          

  1. The Hotel shall, when unable to provide the contracted rooms, arrange accommodation of the 

same standard elsewhere insofar as practicable with the consent of the Guest. 

２．When arrangement of other accommodations cannot be made notwithstanding the 

provisions of the preceding paragraph, the Hotel shall pay the Guest Compensation equivalent 

to the cancellation charges. Through such payment, the Hotel shall be deemed to have 

fulfilled its obligation to compensate for the damages incurred by the Guest. However, if the 

Hotel’s inability to provide accommodation is not the result of a cause(s) attributable to the 

Hotel, the Hotel will not pay Compensation to the Guest.  

 

Handling of Deposited Articles 
Article 14.           

As a general rule, the Hotel shall not store any items, valuables and cash which belong to the 

Guest. The Guest is liable for the custody of such items.  

 

Custody of Baggage or Belongings of the Guest  
Article 15.                

As a general rule, the Hotel shall not store baggage or belongings of the Guest. When the 

baggage or belongings of the Guest are found after check-out and ownership of the article is confirmed, 

the Hotel shall inform the owner of the article left and ask for further instructions. When no such 

instructions are given to the Hotel by the owner or when ownership is not confirmed, the Hotel may 

turn the items over to the nearest police station after a certain period of time or dispose of them.  

 

Liability in regard to Parking 
Article 16.       

There is no parking space at the Hotel property. If parking is required, the Guest will need to 

make use of a public parking lot. 
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Liability of the Guest 
Article 17.                 

The Guest shall compensate the Hotel for damage caused through the intention or negligence of the 

Guest.   
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